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Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy A03 core main screen size is 16.55 cm (6.5") with accounting the rounded corners.

16.55cm (6.5")* HD+
TFT LCD Infinity-VDisplay

2+32GB + MicroSD (Up to 1TB)Memory

5000mAhBattery

UNISOC SC9863A Octa-Core 1.6GHzProcessor

BlueBlack

Camera Rear Camera: 8MP f/2.0
Front Camera: 5MP f/2.2

SM-A032F/DS
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Maximize your view1 Power that keeps you going2

Thanks to the large 16.55cm (6.5")* 
Infinity-V display with HD+ 
resolution, your everyday content 
looks better, sharper, crisper
and clearer.

The 5,000mAh (typical)¹ battery lets 
you keep doing what you do, for 
hours on end.

Galaxy A03 Core combines Octa-core processing power with up to 2GB of RAM 
for fast and efficient performance. It also comes with 32GB of internal storage 
(expandable up to 1TB)

Storage and speed you can count on3

Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy A03 core main screen size is 16.55 cm (6.5") with accounting the rounded corners. 1.Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition.
Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending
on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only.

Snap stunning photos4

Capture clear, beautiful photos with an 
8MP rear camera with f2.0 aperture for 
brighter photos and snap sharp selfies 
with a 5MP front camera.

Up your style quotient5

The soft curves and textured back 
provide an enhanced grip while the 
striped pattern near the camera 
adds to the style. Choose from black 
or blue colors.

6 Faster and safer

With Android11 Go, expect a 20% 
faster app launch time and a secure 
experience with the Safe Folder 
feature that protects all that you want.

Interactive diagnostics and optimization 
on Samsung Members app makes it easy 
to tune up the performance of Galaxy 
A03 Core.

Worry-free optimization7

Automatic checks

Interactive checks

Clean memory

Optimize settings

04-
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Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy A52s 5G's main screen size is 16.40 cm (6.5") with accounting the rounded corners. Colours availablity may vary.

SM-A528B/DS

64MP Quad Camera with OIS, 32 MP Front CameraCamera

16.40cm (6.5”)* FHD+ Super AMOLED Infinity-O display
120 Hz refresh rate

Display

Memory

4500mAh + 25W fast charging supportBattery

Octa-Core 2.4GHz

Galaxy A52s 5G

Processor

Black Violet White Mint

8GB RAM + Up to 4GB RAM Plus
128GB up to 1TB expandable

Octa-Core 2.4GHzProcessor



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *5G network availability and actual speed may vary depending on country, network provider and user environment. #RAM and internal memory capacity may vary by country.
Actual storage available may vary depending on pre-installed software.

Awesome 5G1

Get 5G* guarantee with 12 
band support.

Awesome assurances3

3 years of OS upgrades to keep up 
with your pace.

Do more at once4

All thanks to an advanced snapdragon 
processor, up to 12GB RAM (including 
up to 4GB RAM Plus).

06-
07

Awesome speed2

The power of 5G* allows super smooth 
streaming & ultra-fast sharing.

N1 | N3 | N5 | N7 | N8 | N20 | N28 | N38 | N40 | N41 | N66 | N78

12 band support



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy A52s 5G's main screen size is 16.40 cm (6.5") with accounting the rounded corners.

120Hz refresh rate
16.40cm (6.5”)*

Infinity-O display
FHD+ Super AMOLED

12MP
Ultra wide camera

64MP OIS
Main camera

5MP
Depth camera

5MP
Macro camera

64MP main camera 6

FHD+ Super AMOLED display with 120Hz refresh rate.

Awesome screen5

Bring your imagination to life with multi-lens camera system.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Macro Camera feature supported for rear camera only.

Capture ultra-fine details9

Get in close with the 5MP Macro 
Camera* & capture the 
ultra-fine details in your picture.

10 Focus on what’s awesome

The 5MP Depth Camera lets you 
fine-tune the background for 
high-quality portrait shots.

Bring light to life7 Go wide8

Say bye to blurry photos and videos. 
OIS helps stabilize your shots - even 
when in low light.

Expand the viewing angle to 123 
degree with the 12MP Ultra 
Wide Camera.

08-
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Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *SNAPCHAT is trademark of SNAP INC. Filters from Snapchat Lenses may vary by country or region. Snapchat Lenses seen on this image simulated for illustrative purposes. 

Superstar selfies11

The 32MP Front Camera snaps 
high-resolution selfies. 

Ready, super steady, go12

The Super Steady mode keeps your 
videos looking smooth and stable.

Apply AR filters* and find new ways to express yourself.

Level up your snaps with Fun Mode13



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples
tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.  10-

11

Surround sound15

Stay ahead of the day with the 4,500 mAh (typical*) battery and up to 25W of 
adaptive fast charging. 

Power through the day14

Two speakers - one on top, one at the bottom - give you a stereo audio 
experience without earphones.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. Colours availablity may vary.

Awesome colours17

The minimal camera housing blends in with the matte finish for an iconic, 
almost unibody look.

New standards of design16

Choose from Mint, White, Violet, and Black, and let your light shine.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. Compatibility and availability of Samsung Pass functions and features may vary depending on apps. *Galaxy A52s 5G is rated as IP67. Based on test conditions for submersion
in up to 1meter of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach, pool use and soapy water. 

Spill, splash, and
splatter resistant 

20

Rated IP67* for water and dust 
resistance, this phone stands up 
to 1.0 meters of water for up to 
30 minutes.

Protection you deserve18

Samsung Knox offers multi-layered 
security to defend your information.

Delightful design on one UI21

One UI lets you customize your 
phone and fully enjoy your 
Galaxy experience.

12-
13

Secure with
a simple touch

19

The on-screen fingerprint sensor 
allows you an easy way to unlock 
your phone. 



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Availability of Google apps may vary depending on country or language. Google, Android, Google Play, YouTube and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC.
^Buds Pro sold separately. Colours availablity may vary.

Awesome android22 Awesome service23

Get your awesome25Awesome sound24

Level up your Galaxy A52s 5G 
experience with Galaxy Buds Pro^.

Because Awesome is for everyone.

Get the latest Google* apps on 
Android OS.

Interactive diagnostic & 
optimization on the Samsung 
Members app helps tune up device 
performance and our helpline lets 
you troubleshoot problems.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy A03s screen size is 16.55cm (6.5") with accounting the rounded corners. Colours availablity may vary.

16.55cm (6.5")* Infinity-V DisplayDisplay

4/64GBMemory

5000mAhBattery

Octa-coreProcessor

Side fingerprint sensorSecurity

Blue Black White

14-
15

Camera Triple Camera: 13MP Main Camera,
2MP Macro Camera, 5MP Front Camera

SM-A037F/DS



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Measured diagonally, the screen size is 16.55cm (6.5") in the full rectangle and 16.11cm (6.3") accounting for the rounded corners.

Get drawn into the action with Infinity-V Display and HD+ technology that lets 
you enjoy the big picture on a 16.55cm (6.5")* big screen.

Awesome screen1

Enjoy efficient performance thanks to Octa-core processing power.

Awesome performance2



Image simulated and for representational purpose only.

Triple camera3 Awesome depth4

Snap memorable moments in clear 
detail with Triple camera.

The 2MP Depth Camera lets
you fine-tune the background for 
high-quality portrait shots.

Depth Camera
2MP

Main Camera
13MP

Macro Camera
2MP

Awesome details5

Get in close with the 2MP Macro 
Camera and discover details you may 
miss otherwise.

Stunning selfies6

The 5MP Front Camera lets you snap 
stunning selfies.

16-
17



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples
tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.  

Awesome battery7

Stay ahead of the day with the 5000 mAH (typical)* battery and keep doing what 
you do, for hours on end.

Battery
5,000mAh

Awesome colors9

Choose from Blue, Black and White.

Secure with a simple touch8

The built-in side fingerprint sensor 
allows you to seamlessly unlock
your phone.



Image simulated and for representational purpose only. *Availability of Google apps may vary depending on country or language. Google, Android, Google Play, YouTube and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC. 

Awesome UI10

One UI core lets you multitask on a 
single screen by seamlessly switching 
between apps and getting all 
information at once.

Awesome android11

Get the latest Google apps on 
Android OS.

13 Get your awesome

Because awesome is for everyone.Interactive diagnostics and optimization 
on the Samsung Members app helps 
tune up the performance of your device.

Awesome service12

18-
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SM-A725F/DS

Quad Rear 64MP with OIS + 12MP + 8MP + 5MP
IP67 rated 30x Space Zoom

Camera

16.95cm (6.7”) FHD+ sAMOLED
Infinity-O display, 90 Hz refresh rate

Display

8GB + 256GB Up to 1TB ExpandableMemory

5000mAh + 25W Fast ChargingBattery

Octa-core  2.3GHz processor 
Game BoosterProcessor

Images simulated.

Awesome Blue Awesome Black Awesome White



Images simulated. *Galaxy A72 is rated as IP67. Based on test conditions for submersion in up to 1meter of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach, pool use and soapy water. **OIS : Optical Image Stabilization

OIS** helps stabilize your camera lens to 
capture steady videos and sharp 
pictures – even in low light.

Bring light to life3

5

The 12MP Ultra Wide Camera expand 
your field of vision to an eye-like 123˚ 
for shots that truly capture it all.

Pro grade feature4

6

Get in close with the 5MP Macro 
Camera and bring out the ultra-fine 
details in your picture.

Zoom farther, feel closer with the 30X 
Space Zoom Camera mode.

64MP Quad camera
with OIS

Spill, splash, and splatter
resistant

Go up-close, real close Bring objects closer to you

The multi-lens camera system takes 
photos to the next level.

Rated IP67* for water and dust 
resistance, this phone stands up to 1.0 
meters of water for up to 30 minutes.

12MP Ultra Wide Camera

64MP Main Camera

8MP Telephoto Camera

5MP Macro Camera

20-
21



Images simulated. *Results may vary depending on light condition and/or shooting conditions including multiple subjects, being out of focus, or moving subjects. Does not support zoom function. Only available when shooting with
the Ultra Wide Camera in Full HD.  

Capture vibrant, rich photos even in
low light.

9 Night mode 8

Off ON

7 Single take

Shoot it once, get multiple options enabled by AI.
1 capture gives you 9 different kinds of photos and videos.

9

The 32MP front camera snaps clear, 
high-resolution selfies throughout
the day.

Superstar selfies

10 11

*The Super Steady mode records 
shake-free, smooth videos.

The 90Hz refresh rate keeps the view 
smooth, whether you're gaming or 
scrolling.

Ready, Super Steady, go Scroll real smooth



Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory conditions. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. The battery samples are tested under IEC 61960
standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,860mAh.

Game Booster learns your usage 
patterns to optimize battery, 
temperature and memory.

9 Become the King of the hill14

12 Awesome battery

Stream, game, share – do what you love 
with the 5000mAh* Battery that lasts 
for up to 2 days.

13 Power to do more

All thanks to an advanced snapdragon 
processor and 8GB of RAM.

15

With two speakers — one on top, one at 
the bottom — you can get a stereo audio 
experience without earphones.

Immersive sound

16 17

The minimal camera housing blends in 
with the matte finish on the rear for an 
iconic, almost unibody look.

Samsung Knox offers multi-layered 
security to defend your most sensitive 
information.

Be flaunt ready Protection you deserve

22-
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Images simulated.  *Availability of Google apps may vary depending on country or language. Google, Android, Google Play, YouTube and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC.

One UI 3.1 based on Android 11 lets you customize your phone to suit your taste and 
fully enjoy your Galaxy experience.

Delightful design on One UI19

Get the latest Google apps on Android OS, fully supported on your Galaxy A72. 
Enjoy guaranteed Android OS updates for the next 3 years and security updates for 
the next 4 years.

Awesome android20

18 Secure with a simple touch

The on-screen fingerprint sensor recognizes your fingerprint, allowing you an 
easy way to unlock your phone.
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SM-A525F/DS

Quad Rear 64MP + 12MP + 5MP + 5MP
Front 32MP

Camera

16.40cm (6.5”) FHD+ sAMOLED
Infinity-O display

Display

8GB + 128GB Up to 1TB ExpandableMemory

4500mAh + 15W charger in box (25W enabled)Battery

Octa-core 2.3 GHz
Game BoosterProcessor

Awesome Blue Awesome Black Awesome White

Images simulated. 



Images simulated. *Galaxy A72 is rated as IP67. Based on test conditions for submersion in up to 1meter of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach, pool use and soapy water. **OIS : Optical Image Stabilization

OIS** helps stabilize your camera lens to 
capture steady videos and sharp 
pictures – even in low light.

Bring light to life3

Get in close with the 5MP Macro Camera 
and bring out the ultra-fine details in 
your picture.

Capture ultra-fine details5

Similar to human eyesight, the 12MP 
Ultra Wide Camera sees the world with 
a 123-degree angle of view.

Go wide4

The 5MP Depth Camera lets you easily 
fine-tune the background blur for 
high-quality portrait shots.

Focus on what’s awesome6

The multi-lens camera system takes 
photos to the next level.

64MP Quad camera
with OIS

Spill, splash, and splatter
resistant

Rated IP67* for water and dust 
resistance, this phone stands up to 1.0 
meters of water for up to 30 minutes.

12MP Ultra Wide Camera

5MP Macro Camera

5MP Depth Camera

64MP OIS Main Camera

Portrait off Portrait on

Wide angle Ultra wide angle



Images simulated. *Results vary by recording time and object.

9

10

*The Super Steady mode records 
shake-free, smooth videos.

Ready, Super Steady, go

Superstar selfies

The 32MP front camera snaps clear, 
high-resolution selfies throughout 
the day.

The 90Hz refresh rate keeps the view 
smooth, whether you're gaming or 
scrolling.

Scroll real smooth11

7 Single take

Shoot it once, get multiple options enabled by AI.
1 capture gives you 9 different kinds of photos and videos.

Capture vibrant, rich photos even in
low light.

9 Night mode 8

Off ON

26-
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Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. 
Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.  

Samsung Knox offers multi-layered 
security to defend your most sensitive 
information.

Protection you deserve17

15

16

The minimal camera housing blends in 
with the matte finish on the rear for an 
iconic, almost unibody look.

New standards of design

Cinematic sound

With two speakers — one on top, one 
at the bottom — you can get a stereo 
audio experience without earphones.

*Worry less about charging up with the 
4,500mAh Battery.

Power throughout the day12

Game Booster learns your usage 
patterns to optimize battery, 
temperature and memory.

Break records14

All thanks to an advanced snapdragon 
processor and up to 8GB of RAM.

Do more at once13



Images simulated. *Availability of Google apps may vary depending on country or language. Google, Android, Google Play, YouTube and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC. 

One UI 3.1 based on Android 11 lets you customize your phone to suit your taste and 
fully enjoy your Galaxy experience.

Delightful design on One UI19

Get the latest Google apps on Android OS, fully supported on your Galaxy A52. 
Enjoy guaranteed Android OS updates for the next 3 years and security updates for 
the next 4 years.

28-
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Awesome android20

18 Secure with a simple touch

The on-screen fingerprint sensor recognizes your fingerprint, allowing you an 
easy way to unlock your phone.



SM-A325F/DS

Quad Rear 64MP + 8MP + 5MP + 5MP
Front 20MP

Camera

16.21cm (6.4”) FHD+ sAMOLED
Infinity-U display, 90Hz refresh rate

Display

6GB + 128GB Up to 1TB ExpandableMemory

5000mAh + 15W Fast ChargingBattery

1.8GHz / 2GHz Octa-Core
Game BoosterProcessor

Awesome Blue Awesome Violet Awesome WhiteAwesome Black 

Images simulated.



Images simulated.

Ultra wide momentsAwesome camera

5MP Depth Camera

5MP Macro Camera

5MP Depth Camera

64MP Main Camera

Similar to human eyesight, the 8MP 
Ultra Wide Camera sees the world with 
a 123-degree angle of view.

The quad camera system takes 
photos to the next level.

Wide angle Ultra wide angle

The 5MP Depth Camera lets you easily 
fine-tune the background blur for 
high-quality portraits.

Get up-close with the 5MP Macro 
Camera and discover details like
never before.

Focus on what’s awesome3 Go up-close, real close4

Portrait off Portrait on

5

Strike a pose and capture stunning 
selfies with the 20MP front camera.

The 90Hz display keeps the view 
smooth, whether you're gaming or 
scrolling.

Eye-catching selfies 6 Real smooth scrolling

30-
31



Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard.
Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.  

7

Cut distractions and up your game with a dedicated interface and an 
easy-to-reach menu.

Level up with game booster9

8

All thanks to a combination of an advanced Octa-core processor and up to
6GB of RAM.

Do more at once

Awesome battery

The 5000mAh* Battery gives you more time to do what you love - streaming, 
sharing, gaming and more.

Battery
5,000mAh

Adaptive fast charging
15W

Storage

+ Up to 1TB (MicroSD card)
128GB

Processor
Octa-core

RAM
6GB



10 Striking style

With an iconic camera design and glossy 
finish on the back, this phone is sure to 
stand out.

11

Offering multi-layered security,
it defends your most sensitive 
information from malware and threats.

Protection you deserve

The on-screen fingerprint sensor 
recognizes your fingerprint, allowing an 
easy way to unlock your phone.

12 Secure with a simple touch

Get the latest Google apps on Android 
OS, fully supported on your Galaxy A32.

14 Awesome android 

32-
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13 Optimized for ease 

Enjoy smooth motion and a 
delightful design on One UI.

Images simulated. *Availability of Google apps may vary depending on country or language. Google, Android, Google Play, YouTube and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC. 



SM-A225F/DS

Quad Rear: 48MP main camera with OIS,
8MP ultra wide with 123-degree angle of view

Camera

16.23cm (6.4") HD+ sAMOLED Infinity-U display,
90 Hz refresh rate

Display

6GB + 128GB up to 1TB expandableMemory

5000mAh + 15W fast chargingBattery

MT6769T (Helio G80)Processor MT6769T (Helio G80)Processor

Images simulated.

Awesome Black Awesome Violet Awesome Mint



Images simulated. *Optical Image Stabilization

Lit shots in low light

8MP Ultra Wide Camera

2MP Macro Camera

2MP Depth Camera

48MP OIS Main Camera

No more blurry photos in low light 
with the 48MP main camera featuring 
OIS* (Optical Image Stabilization).

Capture ultra high-res pictures on the
48MP main camera with OIS* for 
crisp, clear photos.

The 8MP ultra wide camera sees the 
world with a 123-degree angle of view, 
adding more perspective.

Get in close with the 2MP macro camera 
that makes the subject stand out from the 
background with natural Bokeh.

Capture all that you see3 Make tiny details bigger4

5

Adjust the background blur with the 
2MP depth camera for high-quality 
portrait shots.

With Bokeh effect added to the 13MP
front camera, snap stunning selfies that 
feature more you & less background.

Stand out better 6 Be the star of every selfie

Awesome shots

34-
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Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. 
Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.  

Do what you love with the 5,000mAh (typical)^ battery and get back to full 
power with up to 15W of adaptive fast charging.

8 Go on being awesome

Battery
5,000mAh

Do more. Store more.9

Storage

+ Up to 1TB (MicroSD card)
128GB

Processor
octa-core

RAM
6GB

7 Smoother and bigger display

Real smooth 90Hz refresh rate keeps the view smooth, whether you're gaming 
or scrolling. Expand your view to the 16.23cm (6.4”)* Infinity-U display. See 
sharper & crisper content with HD+ Super AMOLED display and 600 nits
for clarity.

The Galaxy A22 combines octa-core processing power with 6GB of RAM for fast 
and efficient performance. Enjoy 128GB of internal storage or add even more 
space with up to 1TB micro-SD card.



Images simulated. *Availability of Google apps may vary depending on country or language. Google, Android, Google Play, YouTube and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC. 

10 Sleek design. Unique shades.

The sleek and eye-catching design of 
Galaxy A22 comes in attractive Mint 
and Black colors.

13 Optimized for ease 

Enjoy smooth motion and a delightful 
design on One UI.

Offering multi-layered security,
it defends your most sensitive 
information from malware and threats.

11 Protection you deserve

Get the latest Google apps on Android 
OS, fully supported on your Galaxy A22.

14 Awesome android

36-
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The on-screen fingerprint sensor 
recognizes your fingerprint, allowing 
an easy way to unlock your phone.

12 Secure with a simple touch



SM-A125F

True 48MP Quad Rear
+ 5MP + 2MP + 2MP Front 8MP

Camera

16.55cm (6.5”) HD+ Infinity-V displayDisplay

4GB + 128GB Up to 1TB ExpandableMemory

5000mAh + 15W Fast ChargingBattery

1.8GHz / 2.3GHz Octa-Core
Game BoosterProcessor

Blue RedBlack 

Image simulated.



Images simulated. *When measured diagonally, the screen size is 16.40cm (6.5”) in full rectangle. Actual viewable area is smaller due to its rounded corners and camera hole. 

Widen your frameTrue 48MP Quad camera

2MP Macro Camera

64MP Main Camera

48MP Main Camera

2MP Depth Camera

Wide angle Ultra wide angle

Similar to human eyesight, the 5MP 
Ultra Wide Camera sees the world with 
a 123-degree angle of view.

Capture memorable moments in 
clear detail with the True 48MP
Quad Camera.

Get up-close with the 2MP Macro 
Camera and discover details like
never before.

The 2MP Depth Camera lets you easily 
fine-tune the background blur for 
high-quality portraits.

Get a closer view3 Focus on what’s awesome4

Life focus off Life focus on

With the 8MP Front Camera and Live 
Focus of Galaxy A12, it's easy to snap 
stunning selfies.

Expand your view to the 16.55cm 
Infinity-V Display* and see what you've 
been missing.

38-
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Make your selfie game
strong

More room to play65



Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard.
Rated (minimum) capacity is 4,900mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.  

Galaxy A12 combines streamlined design aesthetics with classic colors.

Be flaunt ready9

10

7 8

One UI Core helps you focus on what 
matters to you, faster. 

Samsung Knox, offering multi-layered 
security, protects your phone from the 
minute it's turned on.

Octa-core processing power combined 
with up to 4GB of RAM for fast and 
efficient performance.

Make space for
awesomeness

Go on and on and on

Everything on your
fingertips 

11 Protect what matters

The 5000mAh* battery won’t stop 
you from doing what you love.



Open type

2way speaker with 11mm woofer
and 6.5mm tweeter

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

Intelligent ANC
Professional sound with 2-way 
speakers
• 11mm woofer for full bass
• 6.5mm tweeter with low distortion
360 Audio Dolby Atmos

Wireless charging

Phantom Violet, Phantom Black and
Phantom Silver

Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds Live to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with settings (Active Noise Cancellation on, Bixby voice wake-up off).
Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors.
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Image simulated.  

Samsung Services: we’ve got you covered

Extensive service network with multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
42

Convenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

Assuring a safe and hygienic experience



Contact us

feedback.bd@samsung.com

08000 300 300 (Toll free)

All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Registered address: Samsung India Electronics Pvt. Ltd. – Bangladesh branch
5th floor, Simple Tree Anarkali, 89 Gulshan Avenue, FAX Gulshan Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh.

Follow us
Samsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   SamsungbangladeshSamsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   Samsungbangladesh
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